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Abstra t
The lo alization of mobile systems with video data is a hallenging eld in roboti vision resear h. Apart from support
te hnologies like GPS, a self-su ient visual system is desirable. We introdu e a new heuristi approa h to outdoor
lo alization in a s enario with sparse visual data and without odometry readings. Lo alization is interpreted as an
optimization problem, and a swarm-based optimization method is adapted and applied, remaining independent of the
spe i visual feature type. The new method obtains similar or better lo alization results in our experiments while
requiring only two-thirds of the number of image omparisons, indi ating an all-over speed-up by 25%.
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1. Introdu tion

onsuming if densely
data

Lo alization with mobile robots may be a hieved
through a number of ways. Besides environmentally
installed support ar hite tures su h as radio bea ons
or GPS, the usage of universal visual features is an

olle ted. Also, sparse visual

an be maintained and updated easier, e.g., by

driving through the streets of a

ity environment

and taking few, linearly ordered pi tures.
The task of visual lo alization

onsists in nding

a mat hing lo ation by visual features in a database

appealing approa h to in rease independen e and

ontaining the environmental map. SIFT produ es

robustness of mobile systems. Cameras may serve

relatively reliable lo al image features based on

as small,

heap, and yet powerful sensors for vari-

stru tural interest points and may be used to re -

ous surroundings and deliver a large amount of data,

ognize obje ts or lo ations in visual images with

whi h, as biologi al organisms show, are highly valu-

some robustness under

able for orientation in natural environments. For vi-

dire tion of view. SIFT is a popular method for

sual lo alization, widely used te hniques

onsist in

ombining a feature-based image similarity measure
with a nonlinear Parti le Filter (PF).

visual appli ations, but

hanging illumination and
omparing SIFT features is

an expensive operation and often a bottlene k when
the database is large. Some resear hers

ompare a

loser look at a s e-

trial image to all images in the database and keep

nario with sparse visual data and without odometry,

the database slim using pruning methods [2, 3℄. An-

where a typi al PF lo alization approa h was em-

other approa h uses a parti le lter to

ployed using an image similarity measure, the S ale

the

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [1℄. Video data

in the database for whi h a mat h is expe ted with

The paper at hand takes a

an easily be produ ed, but are extremely memory-

on entrate

omparisons on a smaller subset of the features

high probability [4℄. Database tuning

an be done

oine, while the latter method may still redu e the
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number of online image

omparisons.

Besides typi al proprio eptive odometry, vision
an be used to obtain odometry estimates, e.g., from
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hain Monte Carlo method are presented in [24℄.
Heuristi ally augmented parti le lters have also
been proposed by Treptow [25℄ and shown to be effe tive in redu ing the parti le

ount in real-time

obje t tra king.
Considering swarm methods, the original Parti le
Swarm Optimization method (PSO) was proposed
by Kennedy and Eberhart [26℄ and shown to be a
valuable te hnique in dierent areas, of whi h optimization in dynami

environment is most related

to our work, see, e.g., [27℄. Random perturbation
within parti le swarms has been proposed by Liu et
al. [28℄. Vahdat et al. [29℄ employed PSO for indoor
robot lo alization with laser sensors without
ering the dynami

onsid-

tra king phase.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 gives a short introdu tion to parti le lters
and points out some of their properties with respe t

Fig. 1. RWI outdoor robot Arthur.

to lo alization. In Se . 3, the basi

parti le swarm

optimization method is explained, and Se . 4 sugfeature tra king [5, 6℄ or opti al ow [7℄. Yet, these

gests a formulation of the lo alization problem in the

te hniques are relatively expensive with respe t to
omputation time and usually require a spe i

ontext of optimization. Se tion 5 details our adap-

lo-

tations to PSO for the lo alization approa h, also

al visual feature type. Sin e, in large-s ale s enar-

alled Dynami

PSO (DPSO). Se tion 6 introdu es

ios, very diverse platforms may be employed, our ap-

the experimental setup, the results are presented in

proa h remains independent of the spe i

Se . 7, and we

feature

on lude with Se . 8.

dete tor. Therefore, we only presume an image similarity measure of a

ertain distin tness

omparable

2. Parti le Filter-based Lo alization

to SIFT, and we do not employ opti al ow.
A wide range of feature types have been used for
visual robot lo alization. Besides global features,

Parti le lters essentially represent the probabil-

e.g., PCA-based [8℄ or Integral Invariant features

ity density fun tion (pdf ) of the estimated system

[9℄, lo al features su h as SIFT have been su

state by a set of parti les, ea h of whi h en odes

ess-

fully employed in indoor [10, 11℄ and in outdoor en-

a single possible state. The parti les are iteratively

vironments, over longer time s ales, and in spite of

propagated using ontrol inputs (the motion model )

o

and asso iated with importan e weights represent-

lusion [12, 13, 14℄. Sin e lo al approa hes extra t

a diverse set of lo al des riptors from an image,

ing their individual probability given new measure-

they are usually more robust, but also more time-

ments (the measurement model ). The weighted sum

onsuming than global feature methods. In [15℄,

of the parti les represents the estimated state. In vi-

Tamimi presents a wide overview of visual features

sual lo alization, a parti le represents a hypothesis

for robot lo alization.

on the system's position (and possibly its orienta-

Parti le lters have been used for robot lo aliza-

tion and velo ity) and is asso iated with a training

tion for some time [16℄, and numerous instan es have

image. The pdf then estimates the pose in the envi-

been proposed [17, 18, 19℄. For visual tra king, Soto

ronment at a time. The estimation is improved iter-

employed a PF with adaptive parti le

ount [20℄,

atively by reweighing the parti les a

while Zhou et al. presented an approa h in whi h

ording to the

similarity to new test images.

motion velo ities and the noise level are adapted

Theoreti ally, if the number of parti les is very

dynami ally [21℄. The Kernel Parti le Filter (KPF)

large, the parti le lter estimate will approa h the

has been proposed by Chang et al. in [22℄ and lately

optimal Bayesian state estimate [30℄, whi h is opti-

been su

alled

mal with respe t to the system models. In pra ti e,

Evolution by Wang et al. [23℄. A number of

however, the number of parti les is limited due to

Geneti

essfully

ombined with a heuristi

evolutionary extensions to the more general Markov

the
2

omputational

osts, and thus often only rela-

tively few parti les

an be used, a fa t from whi h

I

propagating highly improbable states. This may be

has a position x(t) and is assigned a travel
v(t). The individuals are arranged in a logi al topology, by whi h a neighborhood NI of other
individuals is dened for ea h I . For the iteration at
time t, the velo ity ve tor of an individual is then
h
attra ted to the best lo ation p in the individual's
St
′
history HI =
t′ =0 {x(t )} on the one hand, and to
n
the best lo ation p found by its neighbors in NI on

avoided by using an importan e resampling step, in

the other hand, see Eqs. 1 and 2, dened by

whi h the parti les are drawn anew from the

x and v . The parameters φ1 and φ2 ontrol
h
n
the impa t of the attra tors p and p , while r1 and
r2 are uniform random samples within the interval
[0, 1] used as sto hasti omponents. The fa tor ω is

vidual

some problems arise.

velo ity

As the varian e of the importan e weights

an

only in rease over time [31℄, it is inevitable that after some iterations most of the parti les grow impossible in that their importan e weights tend to
zero, and mu h of the

omputation time is spent

ur-

rently estimated pdf at ea h iteration. Thereby, at
iteration t, only those regions  and thus training
images  are regarded whi h have a high probability given the information of

t − 1 earlier test images

alled inertia and ontrols the impa t of the past ve-

and the system models.

lo ity. For this work, we use a simple star topology

This diversity loss, however, abets lo alization

as neighborhood relation, implying that all parti-

failure in s enarios where jumps in the state spa e
may o
To

les are neighbors and are attra ted to the

ur  known as the kidnapped-robot problem.

ounter this, a

urrently

ttest position in the population.

ommon te hnique is to reini-

tialize a small ratio of parti les randomly in ea h
turn to keep the state spa e thinly

n
vi (t + 1) = ωvi (t) + φ1 r1 (ph
i − xi ) + φ2 r2 (pi − xi )
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + vi (t + 1)

overed (random

inje tion ). Other approa hes try to dete t kidnap-

that

and applying appropriate re overy.

lying method, namely visual lo alization with sparse

optimiza-

When expe ting the hardest ase, whi h is onh
tinuous movement, p is repla ed by a random

visual images of the environment. Large numbers of

images usually requires

by ensuring

A number of extensions have been

tion problems, of whi h we use the following:
h
 Invalidation of p at hanges of the environment.

state spa e are  to some extent  part of the under-

over the state spa e and

perturbation term;

omparing visual

 Quantum parti les, similar to random inje tion

omputationally expensive

operations, so a redu tion of the parti le

kvk ≤ v0 .

introdu ed to improve PSO for dynami

In the s enario we are looking at, jumps in the

allow for good lo alization, while

v0

tor is limited to a maximum velo ity

way, fa ing the problems of possible misdete tion

parti les are required to

(1)
(2)

In typi al PSO implementations, the velo ity ve -

ping situations and handle them in a spe ialized

used with PF. Quantum parti les have no speed

ount is

but are sto hasti ally distributed over an area

essential for qui k lo alization. Then again, using

around the last position estimate within whi h

visual features allows for making some helpful as-

movements are typi ally expe ted;

sumptions and provides a high information density,

 High-energy parti les, whi h are allowed higher

whi h we exploit by interpreting lo alization as a
dynami

ompo-

nents of

speeds than usual parti les and have the same

optimization problem.

properties otherwise.
A heuristi approa h redu es the system omplexity,
and PSO typi ally needs only few parti les for good

3. Parti le Swarms

results, whi h is desirable for visual lo alization.
One bran h of heuristi

methods

alled Parti le

4. Visual Lo alization as Optimization

Swarm Optimization (PSO) is espe ially useful in
dynami ally
as basi

Problem

hanging domains [27, 32℄. PSO takes

idea the o king behaviour of birds and
Let

sear hes for the solution using a population of poten-

S

be the set of all possible

M ⊂ S

amera images.

tial solutions, alled parti les or individuals. In a

Presuming a training set

of images

generational loop similar to evolutionary optimiza-

sponding to known positions as a given world map,

orre-

tion, the individuals are iteratively updated using

the goal of lo alization is to dedu e a position esti-

problem-spe i knowledge to evaluate their urrent

mate based on test images taken online with respe t

positions, resulting in a tness value. Ea h indi-

to the training set. Our formulation of visual lo al3

ization as optimization problem is in analogy to the
resampling

riterion of a PF: If a parti le has a high

probability of tting the measurement, it also has a
high value or tness in the sense of optimization.
The tness value of a parti le with position
at time

t

x∈X

may be expressed using a similarity mea-

sure of two arbitrary images,

m : S × S → [0, 1]:

fM (x, t) = m(iM (x), s(t)) ·

Fig. 2. Example images of the datasets, sunny (left) and

(3)

loudy (right).

ζ(dist(x, pM (iM (x))))
Herein,

m

ompares the nearest training image

orresponding to the parti le, iM
urrent test image

s(t) ∈ S . pM

min(|A| , |B|)

: X → M , and the
: M → X delivers

s alar produ t,

ζ :R→R

distan e for small angles

tness for parti les far away from the training data,

view and thus on the robot lo ation, the value of a

training information available. This is done similarly

parti le at a xed position

to [4℄ in terms of a Gaussian fun tion. The problem

In an approa h with sparse visual outdoor data,

a plausible path. A dynami

an

ing them related to the

ompares sets of lo al SIFT features of im-

B

by

al ulating the ratio of single fea-

ture mat h for a feature

a∈A

preted as multiple motion models with respe t to a
PF and allow for just that. The a tual position esti-

is dete ted by look-

mate

losest features of a within image

an be dedu ed from the swarm by al ulating

the weighted swarm

B , ba,1 , ba,2 ∈ B , by a distan e measure d in feature spa e: d(a, ba,1 ) ≤ d(a, ba,2 ) and ∀ b ∈ B \
{ba,1 , ba,2 } : d(a, ba,2 ) ≤ d(a, b). Feature a is said
to mat h feature b ∈ B if b is its losest neighbor
(b = ba,1 ) and the distan e ratio with respe t to the
se ond losest neighbor ba,2 is above a threshold δ ,
typi ally δ ∈ [0.6, 0.8]. Thus, for the set of single
feature mat hes of A in B , MAB , it holds that
a ∈ MAB ⇔

urrent state. The velo ity

omponents assigned to PSO parti les may be inter-

ture mat hes to all possible mat hes. A singe feaing at the two

optimization method

needs to predi t potential future optima, while keep-

be implemented using SIFT [1℄. The SIFT mat h
and

hanges substantially

sition therefore orresponds to a dynami optimiza∗ ′
tion problem, aiming for nding the optimum x (t )
′
of f at time t and then following it while ensuring

at a time and follow it ensuring a plausible path.

A

x

when the robot moves. The problem of tra king a po-

of tra king a position now orresponds to a dynami
∗
optimization problem: nd the optimum x of fM

ages

∠(a, b). δ is set to 0.6.
f depends on the urrent

Sin e the target fun tion

be ause lo alization is feasible only where there is

fun tion

The

is used as the dis-

for normed ve tors and approximates the Eu lidian

redu es the

a distin t similarity measure is desirable and

d(a, b) = ha, bi,

∗
MAB
.

tan e measure on feature ve tors, sin e it is a metri

the known position for an image whi h is part of the
map. The penalty fun tion

is the maximum size of

enter. In optimization, how-

ever, the parti le set is not assumed to

orrespond

to the statisti al solution distribution at a single instant, but rather every parti le is seen as a possible
solution in the light of the tness fun tion. Due to
that and the assumption of a distin tive similarity
measure on sparse visual data, we just pi k out the
best parti le from the swarm as position estimate.

d(a, ba,1 )
< δ.
d(a, ba,2 )

5. Adapting PSO to Visual Lo alization

Spe i ally, we use a more robust symmetri variant and dene the set of symmetri

∗
MAB

for pairs

(a, b)

that full

feature mat hes

In s enarios with sparse visual data, the parti le

a = ab,1 ∧ b = ba,1 ,

lter approa h is time- onsuming, mainly be ause it

meaning that they are re ipro al nearest neighbors:

requires a relatively large number of parti les

om-

pared to the number of available images. As PSO
is known to perform well in dynami

∗
(a, b) ∈ MAB
⇔ a ∈ MAB ∧ b ∈ MBA

we adapted PSO to this

The mat h fun tion m an now be expressed as
∗
|MAB
|
min(|A|,|B|) , where |A| stands for the
number of features extra ted from image A, so

lems. The dataset did not

m(A, B) =

velo ity of parti les
the robot's speed.
4

environments,

lass of lo alization probontain odometry, so the

ould also be used to estimate

Basi

algorithm

values allow loser onvergen e but in rease the danger of losing the tra k. We suggest

The tness of an individual at time t depends on
SIFT similarity between the

PSO

(DPSO) for the rest of this paper.

the amera view at that time and is al ulated as the
the training image

φ0 = 0.3 as a de-

fault. The full algorithm is termed Dynami

urrent test image and

losest to the individual's posi-

Self-adaptive parameters

tion, modied by a penalty fun tion if the individual
is far away from the position of the training image

We introdu e two self-adaptive me hanisms, one

(Eq. 3). The resampling is repla ed by the PSO formula, adapted to the dynami

lo alization

of whi h dynami ally adapts

ase in

speed

the following way:

vsw

v0

by

al ulating the

of the swarm's enter of mass and holding

the relation

v0 ≈ 2vsw .

This is done by looking at
α = 18 ) 1
of vsw and adapting v0 by 10% after an iteration t if
EMAvsw (t)
does not lie in [0.4,0.6℄. This enables the
v
the Exponential Moving Average (EMA,

vi (t + 1) = ωvi (t) + φ0 r0 δi v0 + φ2 r2 (pn
i (t) − xi (t)),
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) + vi (t + 1).

(4)
(5)

0

Instead of the

ph -

method to rea t to speed

omponent, a random term

is used therein, be ause we expe t a

ontinuously

lo ation, vsw also gives a good estimate of the robot's

hanging environment where histori ally good positions qui kly lose their relevan e.

φ0

speed in absen e of or in addition to odometry.

is the weight

SIFT features oer robust image similarity infor-

of the random perturbation, the additional parameters

δi

and

v0

mation in outdoor areas, still some situations are

stand for the range of axis i and the

ambiguous. To

maximum velo ity of a parti le, respe tively. The
maximum velo ity

v0

we assume the image similarity fun tion to deliver
a quasi-absolute measure of similarity. For lo al feature dete tors su h as SIFT, this

an be delegated

to the des riptor ount: If the best mat h in the parti le set is still bad, e.g., mat hing less than 5% of

date takes the following form:

lo al features, it may be an ambiguous position or
the lo alizer lost the real position. If this happens

(6)

for several iterations in a row, we start a re overy

qbd

phase and boost parti le diversity by in reasing

denes the standard deviation
n
of the quantum parti les around p . The formula
The parameter

ope with the

to dynami ally adapt swarm diversity. To do this,

φ0

in similar dimension as φ1 and φ2 . Ee tively, the
n
main attra tor p is thereby turned into an area of
φ0
n
attra tion around p of dimensions ρi =
φ2 δi v0 .
For the fra tion qbr of quantum parti les, the up-

xi (t + 1) = pni (t) + δi N (0, qbd )

ounter this and to

kidnapped-robot problem, we in lude a me hanism

is expressed relative to the

range and also serves as a s aling fa tor to keep

hanges while providing

robust tra king at any speed. When tra king the

qbr

and de reasing

φ2

v0 ,

towards predened limit val-

= 0.01),

is similar to the standard Gaussian motion model

ues. φ2 may be redu ed lose to zero (φ2,min

employed with the PF. The quantum ratio qbr is set to

redu ing the attra tion of the best mat hing parti-

qbd to 0.15, and a fra tion of parti les
cr = 10% is allowed a velo ity three times v0 to ease
h

le, whi h is, in this

10% by default,

qbr

start exploring the problem spa e and over ome pos-

qui k optimum tra king.

on-

sible jumps due to kidnapping. Without further tun-

tra king, however, it needs

ing, we preset qbr ,max to 20% and allow v0,max = 0.1,
meaning that in ase of position loss, parti les may

The inertia is usually set
vergen e. For dynami
to be large to stress

ω<1

to allow for

orrelation of movement, so we

0.99. The best φ-settings in PSO for a prob-

ross the sear h spa e in about 10 iterations. As soon

lass are often established by a parameter grid

as the best mat hes in rease in quality again, the re-

set it to
lem

ase, still bad. The velo ity and

should be allowed values large enough to qui kly

in Eq. 4

overy phase ends and the parameters return to their

remains of similar importan e as for standard parti-

initial values. Preliminary experiments showed that

sear h. The trade-o between the

φ-values

the adaption of

les, now trading between random exploration and

v0

improves tra king and the adap-

lo al exploitation. Random perturbation is ne es-

tion of diversity improves robustness plus it solves

sary for parti le diversity, but redu es the overall

the kidnapped-robot situation, see Se . 7.1.

tra king quality if too dominant. We found

φ2 = 0.6

to perform well, while the method is pretty robust
towards settings of

φ0 ∈ [0.005, 1.5],

1 For a sequen e of values

where smaller

EMAY

5

(Y0 , Y1 , Y2 , . . . ): EMAY (0) = Y0 ,
(k + 1) = (1 − α) · EMAY (k) + αYk , k ∈ N0

6. Experimental S enario

Robot path
Sunny rounds
Cloudy rounds

60

In the experiments in [4℄, we used images

ol-

50

Northing (m)

le ted by our RWI ATRV-JR outdoor robot, Arthur
(Fig. 1). We took one 320×240 pixel grays ale image
per se ond with the left amera of the Videre Design
SVS stereo

amera system mounted on top of the
m
robot. As we used a onstant velo ity of about 0.6 s ,
the positions of subsequent images are about 0.6 m

40
30
20
10

away from ea h other. The robot is also equipped
0

with a GPS system, whi h we used to get ground

0

10

20

30

ideal

onditions, the a

0.5 m. However, due to o

ura y of the GPS is below

50

60

70

80

90

100

Fig. 3. GPS round data.

lusions and ree tions by

trees and buildings, the GPS path sometimes signifi antly deviated from the real position or

40

Easting (m)

truth data for the position of ea h image. Under

8

Adaptive
Non-adaptive

ontained

gaps. As we know that we moved the robot on a

7

smooth traje tory, we eliminated some wrong GPS
ity, we

6

onstant velo -

Mean error (m)

values as outliers. As we also used a

losed gaps by linearly interpolating between

the positions before and after the gap.
We re orded two dierent datasets, ea h

onsist-

5
4

ing of three rounds around our institute building.
One round is

260 m long and

3

ontains about 360 to

400 images. The rst three rounds were olle ted un-

2

der sunny onditions. However, there are some short
se tions (about
was

5 to 10 s long) during whi

overed. Six weeks later, we

three rounds on a

1/4

h the sun

1/2

olle ted the other

loudy day. The images

ontain

1
2
Simulated Speed

3

4

Fig. 4. Lo alization error at dierent simulated speeds.

buildings, streets, as well as some vegetation. Additionally, there are dynami

obje ts, namely

for the sunny vs.

ars

and people passing by. We also traversed a parking lot, where dierent

loudy experiment. We

al ulated

the mean error for the three experiments distin tly.
For ea h

ars were parked on the two

ase, we repeated the lo alization run n

days. Exemplary images from both sets are shown

times, where n is the number of test images. For

in Fig. 2, whereas the layout of the rounds is plotted
th
in Fig. 3, in whi h, for larity, only every 20
image

ea h of these runs, we used a dierent test image as
starting image for lo alization.

is marked. As in [4℄, we redu ed the number of SIFT
features by

omparing ea h image to the two neigh-

7. Results

boring images in the series beforehand and dis arding the noisy features whi h

ould not be dis ov-

7.1. Adaptivity of DPSO

ered in either of the dire t neighbors. This speeds up
the SIFT

omparison drasti ally, as about 50% to
To demonstrate the ee ts of the settings for

80% of the features are left out, while not ae ting

DPSO, we

later lo alization performan e.
With the two datasets sunny
three kinds of experiments were

ontrast lo alization rounds for a single

lo alization

and  loudy,

vs.

ondu ted. Using

ase, namely lo alizing sunny (round 1)

loudy (round 1), whi h is one of the di ult

one round as environmental map and treating the

ases. Where not stated otherwise, DPSO is used

se ond as online data, we tested sunny vs. sunny,

with a swarm size of 80 parti les. We varied the

loudy vs.

loudy, and sunny vs.

the sunny and

simulated speed of the mobile system in Fig. 4.

loudy. We did not

test a round against itself, so there are six

v̄ = 1

orresponds to the
vR ≈ 0.6 m
s . For
speeds k times the original one we use every k -th
Here, the simulated speed

ases for

original data

loudy only experiments and nine

6

olle tion speed of

Table 1
Varying the number of parti les for DPSO and PF, see Fig. 8.
Method

DPSO-40

DPSO-60

DPSO-80

DPSO-100

DPSO-120

PF-g-100

PF-g-300

PF-l-100

PF-l-300

Mean err. (m)

2.84

2.60

2.54

2.50

2.46

3.95

3.39

2.80

2.38

17.9

22.3

25.9

29.1

32.0

40.8

62.4

42.2

69.6

Avg.

omp./image

image for lo alization only, resulting in the simula-

5

tion hurrying around the loop at higher speed. In
1
1
analogy, a simulated speed of
2 or 4 orresponds
to lo alizing against ea h image twi e or four times

Cumulated mean error (m)
Swarm speed (EMA, m/s)
Speed limit (m/s)

4
3

onse utively. In the non-adaptive version, we set
the maximum speed parameter manually to roughly

2

t the original speed

ase. For higher speeds, the

1

non-adaptive method

learly fails without manual

0

tuning of the speed limit (Fig. 4).

50

mentioned s enario illustrating a re overy phase.
The graph in Fig. 5 (a) displays the umulated error,

5

ing average of the swarm speed during the run. Af-

4

ter the initial

3

onvergen e phase, the swarm speed

swings around the a tually driven speed of vR ≈
0.6 m
s . There are two espe ially ambiguous situations
around iterations 130 and 300, in whi h the partiauses a

200

250

300

350

2
1

le swarm is prone to lose the tra k. The more dif-

300,

150

Recovery phase
Cumulated mean error (m)
Swarm speed (EMA, m/s)
Speed limit (m/s)

momentary speed limit and the exponential mov-

 ult one, around iteration

100

Iteration
(a) Adaptive speed without re overy.

Figure 5 shows two exemplary runs within the

0
50

lear drop

100

150

200

250

300

350

Iteration
(b) Adaptive speed with re overy.

in swarm speed and a raise of the error value. The
real position is lost for some iterations and re overed around step

320,

Fig. 5. Examples of umulated error, absolut speed and speed

whi h requires the swarm to

limit for a single run.

hurry after it with in reased speed before resettling.
In Fig. 5 (b), the very same s enario is simulated
with the re overy mode a tivated. In the di ult
situation around iteration

300,

Table 2
Comparing adaptive DPSO in the standard and kidnapped

due to ambiguous

ase.

image similarity values, a re overy phase is started

Condition

and the diversity in reased. In ee t, the error as-

Standard

ent is minor and the velo ity swing shorter and of
smaller amplitude. Figure 7

ompares the

the dierent runs. The in rease in diversity during

ase,

mean err. (m)

Non-ad.

2.56

±

0.71

10.54

Adaptive

2.50

±

0.35

5.58

±
±

22.1
14.2

300. It witnesses

that the de reasing swarm speed is also due to the

70

swarm diverging, while for the run without re overy,

Online error adaptive
Avg. error adaptive
Online error non-adaptive
Avg. error non-adaptive

60

the swarm size remains similar, and while slowing

50
Error (m)

down, it has a higher probability of losing the tra k.
In Tab. 2, the self-adaptive diversity me hanism
omes again into play when a kidnapped-robot s e-

40
30
20

nario is simulated. To do this, the virtual position

10

after half a simulated round is set to the opposite
of the round by adding n/2 to the

Kidnapped

mean err. (m)

ourse of

the mean distan es of parti les within the swarm for
re overy is visible around iteration

ase,

0

urrent test im-

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

Iteration

age index modulo n, where n is the number of test
images. This means that the lo alization method is

Fig. 6. DPSO in the kidnapped-robot s enario.

7

400

30

4

Recovery phase
Mean particle distance with recovery (m)
Mean particle distance, no recovery (m)

3.5
Mean localization error (m)

25
20
15
10
5
0

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

50

100

150

200

250

300

350
0

Iteration

DPSO-40 DPSO-60 DPSO-80 DPSO-100DPSO-120 PF-g-100 PF-g-300 PF-l-100

for ed to jump to the opposite side of the playground

70

onverging for half of the run. The simulated
n
kidnapping takes pla e at iteration 182, whi h is
2
of n = 365, and auses an abrupt lo alization error

68 m at that instant. Of

Avg. number of image comparisons

after

of about

ourse, the kidnap-

ping redu es performan e, but the adaptive method
is

PF-l-300

(a) Mean lo alization error.

Fig. 7. Illustrating swarm diversity in the example run.

learly able to re-tra e the position. The mean on-

line lo alization error of the experiment is plotted in
Fig. 6. The performan e of the non-adaptive variant

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
DPSO-40 DPSO-60 DPSO-80 DPSO-100 DPSO-120 PF-g-100 PF-g-300 PF-l-100

and the mean lo alization errors are also shown.

(b) Avg. number of

Table 1 and Fig. 8 show results for dierent num-

PF-l-300

omparisons per test image.

bers of parti les, demonstrating that even low popu-

Fig. 8. Comparison of lo alization error and

lation sizes are able to perform well. The largest pop-

image with varying parti le

omparisons per

ounts.

ulation tested here still requires mu h fewer SIFT
omparisons than the parti le lter,

f. Se tion 7.2.

Smaller populations, admittedly, have more problems re overing in a kidnapping

ase. We therefore

use a swarm size of 80 for the nal

v(t + 1) = eN(0,σacc ) · rot(v(t), N (0, σrot )),

(7)

x(t + 1) = x(t) + v(t + 1).

(8)

A grid sear h over the motion-model parameters

omparison with

σrot , σacc ,

the PF.

and the initial speed

vinit = |v(0)|

was

performed on PF-l with 300 parti les (PF-l-300)
for the more di ult s enario sunny (round 1) vs.

7.2. Comparison to Parti le Filter

loudy (round 1) already used in Se . 7.1. The results
are given in Tab. 3, where error values below

2.60 m

are a

default settings des ribed in Se . 5. As our dataset

entuated to gain a better overview. The
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
values tested were σrot ∈ {20 , 30 , 40 , 50 , 60 },
 −2
−3
−4
−5
σacc ∈
10 , 10 , 10 , 10
, and vinit
∈

did not

{vR , 2 vR , 3 vR }, where vR

In the nal test runs for the omparison with a PF
approa h, we used the self-adaptive me hanisms and
ontain odometry, the parti le lter was

a standard deviation of
pling weights are

4m

again orresponds to the

a tually driven speed.

rst employed with a Gaussian motion model with

Interestingly, small deviations in rotation per-

(PF-g), while the sam-

form poorly

al ulated in analogy to Eq. 3. An

ompared to large ones, and higher

ve tor whi h is rotated and s aled using zero-mean

initial speeds are advantageous. The best results
◦
are a hieved for σrot = 60 , σacc = 0.001, and
vinit = 3vR , whi h orresponds to about 2 m
s . These
settings imply a high diversity of parti les due to

σrot

the high velo ity and large rotations, where single

alternative dire ted motion model was formulated
for the PF by asssuming a linear motion between two
iterations (PF-l): Ea h parti le is assigned a velo ity
Gaussian distributions of standard deviation
for the angles and standard deviation

σacc

parti le states do not approximate the real motion.

for a -

The smaller the angle distributions, the

eleration. In Eqs. 7-8, the update step is des ribed
formally. Noti e that, therein,
tors, and
normally

v

v

and

x

PF-l may

are 2D ve -

and the easier it fails in more ambiguous situations.

is rst rotated and then s aled by a log-

hosen fa tor modelling

loser the

onverge to the position for short periods,

On average, there are

hange in speed.

60

to

80

image

ompar-

isons performed per iteration for the tested PF-l-300
8

Table 3
Grid sear h for the PF-l-300 with linear motion model; displayed are error values in
20◦

σrot

30◦

vR

2vR

3vR

vR

2vR

3vR

vR

2vR

5.43

4.22

4.31

4.79

3.55

3.60

4.49

10−3

5.70

3.56

3.22

5.16

2.81

2.61

4.77

10−4

5.62

3.45

3.13

5.18

2.72

2.61

10−5

5.63

3.43

3.14

5.14

2.72

2.61

vinit

vR

3.34

3.42

4.37

2.65

2.56

4.54

4.70

2.60

2.55

4.55

4.68

2.60

2.56

4.50

DPSO-80: Mean particle distance
PF-l-100: Mean particle distance
PF-l-300: Mean particle distance

40
30
25
20
15
10
5

60◦

2vR

3vR

vR

2vR

3vR

3.22

3.21

4.23

3.12

3.11

2.59

2.53

4.51

2.58

2.51

2.54

2.54

4.44

2.54

2.52

2.56

2.54

4.36

2.54

2.53

Sunny vs. sunny
Cloudy vs. cloudy
Sunny vs. cloudy

3.5
Mean localization error (m)

35
Distance (m)

3vR

4

45

averaged over 365 runs ( f. Se . 7.2).
50◦

10−2

σacc

m

40◦

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

0
50

100

150

200

250

300

350
0

Iteration

PF-g-300
PF-l-300
PF-g-300
PF-l-300
PF-g-300
PF-l-300
PF-l-100
DPSO-80
PF-l-100
DPSO-80
PF-l-100
DPSO-80

(a) Mean lo alization error.

Fig. 9. Comparing swarm diversity of DPSO with PF-l-300.
80

72.15 for

tested. When the parti le

the best

onguration
Avg. number of image comparisons

ongurations, and

ount for the PF-l with

the advantageous settings is de reased, the number
of ne essary omparions drops only slowly, sin e the
high speed keeps the diversity permanently high so
that the parti les are fairly distributed and many
training images need to be looked at. This is illustrated in Fig. 9, where the mean parti le distan es

Sunny vs. sunny
Cloudy vs. cloudy
Sunny vs. cloudy

70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

PF-g-300
PF-l-300
PF-g-300
PF-l-300
PF-g-300
PF-l-300
PF-l-100
DPSO-80
PF-l-100
DPSO-80
PF-l-100
DPSO-80

per iteration of DPSO-80, PF-l-100 and PF-l-300 are
plotted for the exemplary s enario.

(b) Avg. number of

omparisons per test image.

Table 4 and Fig. 10 summarize the mean errors of
DPSO using 80 parti les

Fig. 10. Final

ompared to the PF using

omparison of parti le lter to DPSO.

100 and 300 parti les in all three s enarios. The parti le lter with simple Gaussian motion and 100 parti les (PF-g-100) performs

onsiderably worse than
This

the other methods and is omitted. Note that the in-

an be proje ted onto the real system run-

di ated standard deviations refer to full rounds and

time, sin e the SIFT

are therefore higher than the deviations within spe-

pensive operation of the lo alization pro edure. The

i

DPSO iteration with self-adaption

pairs of training and test rounds.

Considering the lo alization a

omparison is the most exan be done in

two loops over the parti le population and is there-

ura y, both the

fore

PF-l-300 and the DPSO-80 variants outperform the

omparable to a PF with resampling. A SIFT

omparison of the

PF-g methods as well as the PF-l with 100 parti-

onsidered dataset took

0.015 s

on average on our test system, a 2.4 GHz dual

les. This is supported by Student's t-test on a sig-

AMD Opteron. The image

ni an e level below 0.5% in the three s enarios.

0.9 to 1 s and
0.6 s

The PF-l-300 a hieves a slightly smaller lo aliza-

ation of the PF-l-300 thus take about

tion error than DPSO-80, however it requires a large

a redu tion by two-thirds implies saving about

number of image

per test image. With regard to [4℄, where SIFT

omparisons to do so. The DPSO

method needs only half of the

parisons took about 40% of the

omparisons of the

ore

omparisons for an iter-

om-

omputation time

PF-l-100 while yielding better lo alization, and it

using the PF-g-300 method for lo alization, an all-

needs less than a third

over speed-up by 25%

ompared to the PF-l-300.
9

an be expe ted.

Table 4
Comparison of parti le lter to DPSO
PF-g-300

PF-l-100

Mean err. (m) Avg.
Experiment

Cloudy vs.
Sunny vs.

omp. Mean err. (m) Avg.

per img.

Sunny vs. sunny
loudy
loudy

PF-l-300

DPSO-80

omp. Mean err. (m) Avg.

per img.

omp. Mean err. (m) Avg.

per img.

omp.

per img.

2.15

±

0.29

60.8

2.24

±

0.29

44.72

1.79

±

0.30

66.6

1.99

±

0.36

21.4

2.06

±

0.56

55.3

1.92

±

0.27

38.31

1.43

±

0.33

62.2

1.47

±

0.35

20.5

3.28

±

0.27

60.9

3.11

±

0.42

41.62

2.52

±

0.32

69.1

2.77

±

0.40

22.3

8. Con lusion

able feature extra tion method by just swit hing the
similarity fun tion. SIFT is a popular
serves well for

In the work at hand, we have proposed a PSO-

hoi e and

omparisons to further approa hes,

based method repla ing a standard parti le lter for

whi h ould be using iterative SIFT [33℄, SURF [34℄,

lo alization with SIFT features on sparse outdoor

additional geometri

visual data. As in standard PSO, the parti les are

sets. An analysis of the swarm-supported lo alization with hybrid features in larger s enarios will

attra ted to the best global parti le, allowing for fast
onvergen e. The parti les have a velo ity

ompo-

nent with high inertia, thus the dynami ally

hang-

ing position

an be tra ked without requiring a

therefore be

us-

e.g., for the augmentation of bla k-box systems with

[1℄

independent visual tra kers.

Vision 60 (2) (2004) 91110.

provide a quasi-absolute measure of image similar-

[2℄

an be made whether the posi-

IEEE/RSJ Int. Conf. on Intelligent Robots and
Systems (IROS), 2006, pp. 15101515.

speed adaptation makes

[3℄

the system robust with regard to manual parameter settings and the robot's velo ity. A
based method rea hes similar a

ording to a

i al map, in: IEEE Int. Conf. on Roboti s and
Automation (ICRA), 2007, pp. 39273932.

ura y but requires

[4℄

ostly image omparisons.

ants, in: Pro . of the 5th Int. Conf. on Com-

dered linearly within an urban outdoor environment

puter Vision Systems (ICVS), Bielefeld, Ger-

an be ob-

many, 2007.

tained without mu h eort in large s ale, whereby

[5℄

the plausibility of the GPS annotations must be veried. Given that, we are

invariant features, in:

for lo alization s ales well to large datasets. How-

[6℄

pared to a parti le lter, at least while employing

Conf.

on

D. S aramzza, R. Siegwart, Appearan e-guided
mono ular omnidire tional

visual odometry

for outdoor ground vehi les, IEEE Trans. on

ounter

Roboti s 24 (2008) 10151026.

this issue in su h s enarios.

[7℄

The use of visual sensory and robust features is

S. S. Beau hemin, J. L. Barron, The

omputa-

tion of opti al ow, ACM Comput. Surv. 27 (3)

the basis for our lo alization method. The spe i

(1995) 433466.

omparison, however, is not xed,

and the general algorithm

Int.

20512058.

ura y om-

the rather greedy star topology for the swarm. We

method of image

IEEE

Roboti s and Automation (ICRA), 2001, pp.

ever, in extremely ambiguous environments su h as

intend to test a multi-swarm approa h to

S. Se, D. Lowe, J. Little, Vision-based mobile
robot lo alization and mapping using s ale-

ondent that the DPSO

forests, the swarm approa h may lose a

C. Weiss, A. Masselli, H. Tamimi, A. Zell, Fast
outdoor robot lo alization using integral invari-

Our experiments were based on visual images orusing GPS ground truth. Similar data

O. Booij, B. Terwijn, Z. Zivkovi , B. Kröse,
Navigation using an appearan e based topolog-

omparison to parti le lter approa hes, the swarmsubstantially fewer of the

O. Booij, Z. Zivkovi , B. Kröse, Sparse appearan e based modeling for robot lo alization, in:

ase, parti le diversity is

boosted until a good position estimate is redis overed. Moreover, dynami

D. Lowe, Distin tive image features from s aleinvariant keypoints, Int. Journal of Computer

For distin tive visual features su h as SIFT, whi h

tion has been lost. In that

onsidered in future work.
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